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RICHARD WAGNER, 1813-1883 
by Derek Watson 

 
Lord God, help me! I no longer know how to help myself! I have 
exhausted everything, everything, every last resource of the starving. I, 
unfortunate, never knew mankind until now. Money – it is the curse that 
annihilates everything noble. 
        1840 
 
The idea that his restless creative spirit was unsuited to such a future of 
quiet domestic bliss probably had not occurred to him. He already 
exhibited the worst characteristics of frustrated young manhood – loss of 
self-control and a quick and violent temper – but Minna’s passion for 
Wagner was such that she overlooked this. They had frequent violent 
quarrels throughout the weeks before their marriage and, like many other 
women throughout his life, she learned to cope with his ill-temper, along 
with his restless energy and careless spending.  
 
 
Wagner completed the scoring of The Flying Dutchman on 19 November. 
At the end of the overture he wrote, ‘Paris, 5 November 1841. Per aspera 
ad astra. God grant it!’ — Through hardships to the stars. 
 

NON EST AD ASTRA MOLLIS E TERRIS VIA 
There is no easy way from the earth to the stars. 

                 SENECA 
 
Mine is a highly susceptible, intense, voracious yet uncommonly sensitive 
and fastidious sensuality, which must somehow or other be flattered if my 
mind is to accomplish the agonising labour of calling a non-existent 
world into being. 
           1854 
 
Your programme should be like the direction given by the Chapter of 
Seville to the architect of the new cathedral – “Build us such a temple 
that future generations will be obliged to say that the Chapter was mad to 
undertake anything so extraordinary.” 

     LISZT 
 
‘Wagner ran his outward life with a ruthless impracticality. He followed 
his inner urgings with an equally steadfast and reckless determination.’ 
 
‘His malady was worse than Beethoven’s deafness for he no longer lived 
in his epoch.’ 
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My entire politics consists of nothing but the bloodiest hatred for our 
whole civilisation, contempt for all things deriving from it, and a longing 
for nature. 
Not a year of my life has passed recently without bringing me once to the 
very verge of a decision to make an end of my life… A too hasty marriage 
with a woman, estimable but totally unsuited to me, has made me an 
outlaw for life. 
I am a different kind of organism, I have hyper-sensitive nerves, I must 
have beauty, splendour, and light. The world ought to give me what I need! 
I cannot live the wretched life of a town organist like your Meister Bach! Is 
it such a shocking demand, if I believe that I am due the little bit of 
luxury I enjoy? I, who have so much enjoyment to give to the world and 
to thousands of people! 
We must all learn to die, and to die in the fullest sense of the word; dread 
of the end is the source of all lovelessness and it arises only where love has 
already faded.  
Much can be extorted under pressure of hunger but not works of the 
higher kind. 

It seemed to me that the music was mine, and I recognised it as any man 
recognises what he is destined to love. 

BAUDELAIRE 

‘Rossini and Wagner discussed many topics including Weber, Rossini’s 
historic visit to Beethoven in 1822, the fickleness of the public, the cabals 
of the press…’ 

‘Wagner was unable to secure seats for all his friends, many of whom 
reproached him, pointing out that Meyerbeer’s success lay in his 
insistence that the theatre be filled to the remotest corner with his own 
supporters. Bülow alone shared Wagner’s distaste for claques, bribery and 
all the other underhand tricks of the theatre trade. To other supporters 
this lofty idealism was sheer folly. Wagner was probably naive in that he 
did not foresee the sheer force of the opposition pitted against him. The 
antagonism was aimed no so much at Wagner’s music, but had its origin 
mainly in politics.’ 

The megalomaniac differs from the narcissist by the fact that he wishes to 
be powerful rather than charming, and seeks to be feared rather than loved. 
To this type belong many lunatics and most of the great men of history. 

RUSSELL 
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Men risen from the ranks likes Drake and Oxenham sailed with the do-
or-die attitude that if they were successful they would be able to buy their 
way out of trouble, and if not they would be past caring. 

 BICHENO 
 
 
It is not strange to mistake change for progress. 
       FILLMORE 
 
 
There is an aesthetic bugger who sometimes turns up in my novels under 
various names—that was 2/3 Brian and 1/3 Harold Acton. People think 
it was all Harold, who is a much sweeter and saner man. 
        WAUGH 
 
 
The pity is the public will demand and find a moral in my book—or 
worse they may take it in some more serious way, and on the honor of a 
gentleman, there is not one single serious line in it. 
      JOYCE 
 
 
Our sense of artists as separate from the everyday world, engaged in some 
kind of obscure magic, has made it easier for us to ignore them and 
believe that their work is irrelevant to our own, comparatively ordinary 
lives. It also relieves us from having to think too hard about something 
that mattered a great deal to the shrewd Rossini: compensating artists 
fairly for their work. 

Wagner was impressed by the man but remained 
unconvinced, mulling afterward what Rossini could have produced had 
he “felt within himself the religion of his art.” 
 
 
It is now more dangerous for a European citizen to publicly object to 
illegal immigration than for a foreigner to enter Europe illegally. 
Atheistic nihilism and a soulless modernism—not religious piety and a 
reverence for custom and tradition—fuelled German and Italian fascism 
and Russian Communism. Contrary to politically correct dogma, 
Christianity, military deterrence, democracy and veneration of a unique 
past did not destroy Europe. Instead, the culprit of European decline was 
the very absence of such ancient values—both then and now. 

        HANSON 
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Theban Crates flung of his own accord his money into the sea; abite 
nummi: ego vos mergam, ne mergar, a vobis; I had rather drown you, than you 
should drown me.  Can Stoics and Epicures thus contemn wealth, and shall 
not we that are Christians? It was a generous speech of Cotta in Sallust, 
Many miseries have happened unto me at home, and in the wars abroad, of 
which by the help of God some I have endured, some I have repelled, and by mine 
own valour overcome:  courage was never wanting to my designs, nor industry to 
my intents:  prosperity or adversity could never alter my disposition. 

         BURTON 
 
 
 

IOSEB BESARIONIS DZE JUGHASHVILI 
Иосиф Виссарионович Сталин 

იოსებ სტალინი 
 

In the first week of the war, Stalin approved NKGB Order No. 246 that 
stipulated the destruction of the families of men who were captured, and 
now he made this public in his notorious Order No. 270. 
 
There were too many bodies and everyone was too weak to bury them. 
Cannibalism flourished: it was not rare to find a body lying in the hall of 
an apartment block with thighs and breasts carved off. 
 

As always, Stalin swung between rudeness and charm, sketching wolves 
on his notepad one moment… 
 

d’Abernon claimed that the Germans were more afraid of their officers 
than of the enemy. 
 

There is a myth that the only time Stalin ceased the war against his own 
people was during 1941 and 1942; but during that period, 994,000 
servicemen were condemned, and 157,000 shot, more than fifteen divisions. 
 

Perhaps there is no sadder curse than the gift of a titanic father. 
 

Despite his basic harshness of character, Stalin did just occasionally give 
way to positive human emotions. 

          GROMYKO 
 

— 
 

NKVD files report the first use of human meat as food on 13 December 
1941. The report outlines thirteen cases, which range from a mother 
smothering her eighteen-month-old to feed her three older children to a 
plumber killing his wife to feed his sons and nieces. By December 1942 
the NKVD had arrested 2,105 cannibals – dividing them into two legal 
categories: corpse-eating (trupoyedstvo) and person-eating (lyudoyedstvo). 

REID 
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That interesting group of clever men and pretty women known as the 
Souls, than whom no section of London Society was better worth 
frequenting, including as it did all that there was most intellectually 
amusing and least conventional. It was a group of men and women bent 
on pleasure, but pleasure of a superior kind, eschewing the vulgarities of 
racing and card-playing indulged in by the majority of the rich and noble, 
and looking for their excitement in romance and sentiment. 

         BLUNT 

I do not think he could ever have been called popular. He was immensely 
admired, but he did not lay himself out to acquire popularity, and in the 
ordinary man he inspired awe rather than liking. His courtesy was 
without warmth, he was apt to be intolerant of mediocrity, and he had no 
desire for facile acquaintanceships. Also—let it be admitted—there were 
times when he was almost inhuman. He would destroy some piece of 
honest sentiment with a jest, and he had no respect for the sacred places 
of dull men. There was always a touch of scorn in him for obvious 
emotions, obvious creeds, and all the accumulated lumber of prosaic 
humanity. That was a defect of his great qualities. He kept himself for his 
friends and refused to bother about the world. But as such who were to 
his friendship he would deny nothing. I have never known a friend more 
considerate, and tender, and painstaking, and unfalteringly loyal. It was 
the relation of all others in life for which he had been born with a 
peculiar genius. 

BUCHAN on Raymond Asquith

What beauty there is in the word ‘creation’! In all languages it convinces 
by reason of its power and the possibilities it opens up, for it is the 
symbol of joy and movement and of everything that breaks down the 
limits of dead convention. It is something that can overcome the 
‘impossible’, lead us towards the conquest of fresh possibilities and 
procure the victory over routine and shapelessness. Movement is of its 
very essence and we might define it as an expression of cosmic law and of 
Beauty itself. 

ROERICH 
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When Churchill said God was on the side of the Allies, Stalin chaffed, 
“And the Devil’s on my side. The Devil’s a Communist and God’s a good 
Conservative!” 

Stalin tested Churchill’s severity by joking that 50,000 or perhaps 
100,000 German officers should be executed. Churchill was furious: 
pushing his glass forward, knocking it over so brandy spread across the 
table, he growled: “Such an attitude is contrary to the British sense of 
justice. The British Parliament and public would never support the 
execution of honest men who had fought for their country.” 

Two million German women were to be raped in the coming months. 
Russian soldiers even raped Russian women newly liberated from Nazi 
camps. Stalin cared little about this, telling Djilas: “You have read 
Dostoevsky? Do you see what a complicated thing is man’s soul? Well 
then, imagine a man who has fought from Stalingrad to Belgrade—over 
thousands of kilometres of his own devastated land, across the dead 
bodies of his comrades and dearest ones? How can such a man react 
normally? And what is so awful about his having fun with a woman after 
such horrors?” 

Sometimes the drinking at these Bacchanals was so intense that the 
potentates staggered out to vomit, soiled themselves, or simply had to be 
borne home by their guards. Poskrebyshev was the most prolific vomiter. 
Khrushchev was a prodigious drinker, as eager to please Stalin as Beria. 
He sometimes became so inebriated that Beria took him home and put 
him to bed, which he promptly wet. Zhdanov and Shcherbakov could not 
control their drinking and became alcoholics: the latter died of the 
disease in May 1945. 

The Imperium was truly being “governed from the 
dining table,” Molotov said. The leadership was like “a patriarchal family 
with a crotchety head whose foibles caused the home folks to be 
apprehensive” but “unofficially and in actual fact,” wrote Djilas, “a 
significant part of Soviet policy was shaped at these dinners. It was here 
that the destiny of the vast Russian land, of the newly acquired territories 
and the human race was decided.” 
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Reply of the Zaporozhian Cossacks, ИЛЬЯ ́ РЕ ́ПИН 
 

The Zaporozhian Cossacks had defeated Ottoman Empire forces in 
battle. However, Mehmed demanded that the Cossacks submit to 
Ottoman rule. The painting exhibits the Cossacks’ pleasure at striving to 
come up with ever more base vulgarities in their reply.  
 
SULTAN MEHMED IV’S LETTER:  
 

As the Sultan; son of Muhammad; brother of the sun and moon; grandson 
and viceroy of God; ruler of the kingdoms of Macedonia, Babylon, 
Jerusalem, Upper and Lower Egypt; emperor of emperors; sovereign of 
sovereigns; extraordinary knight, never defeated; steadfast guardian of the 
tomb of Jesus Christ; trustee chosen by God Himself; the hope and comfort of 
Muslims; confounder and great defender of Christians - I command you, the 
Zaporogian Cossacks, to submit to me voluntarily and without any 
resistance, and to desist from troubling me with your attacks. 

 
THE COSSACK REPLY: 
 
Zaporozhian Cossacks to the Turkish Sultan! 

O sultan, Turkish devil and damned devil’s kith and kin, secretary to 
Lucifer himself. What the devil kind of knight are thou, that canst not 
slay a hedgehog with your naked arse? The devil shits, and your army 
eats. Thou shalt not, thou son of a whore, make subjects of Christian 
sons; we have no fear of your army, by land and by sea we will battle with 
thee, fuck thy mother. 

Thou Babylonian scullion, Macedonian wheelwright, brewer of 
Jerusalem, goat-fucker of Alexandria, swineherd of Greater and Lesser 
Egypt, pig of Armenia, Podolian thief, catamite of Tartary, hangman of 
Kamyanets, and fool of all the world and underworld, an idiot before God, 
grandson of the Serpent, and the crick in our dick. Pig’s snout, mare’s arse, 
slaughterhouse cur, unchristened brow, screw thine own mother! 

So the Zaporozhians declare, you lowlife. You won’t even be herding 
pigs for the Christians. Now we’ll conclude, for we don’t know the date 
and don’t own a calendar; the moon’s in the sky, the year with the Lord, 
the day’s the same over here as it is over there; for this kiss our arse! 
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 Robert Burton 

 
Either say something that I never read nor heard of before, or else hold 
thy peace. 
 

That which is necessary cannot be grievous. Whether thou wilt or no, it 
must be indured. 
 

Our life is but short, a very dream; and, while we look about, eternity is at 
hand. 
 
If all the men in the world should come and bring their grievances 
together, of body, mind, fortune—and lay them on a heap to be equally 
divided, wouldst thou share alike, and take thy portion, or be as thou art?  
       SOCRATES 
 
Our life is a pilgrimage on earth, which wise men pass with great alacrity. 
       PLATO 
 
ECCLESIASTICUS 27:5  As the furnace proveth the potters vessell, so 
doth temptation trie mens thoughts. 
 
As the mountains are about Jerusalem, so is the Lord about his people, 
from henceforth and for ever. 
 

Christ himself was poor, born in a manger, and had not a house to hide 
his head in all his life, lest any man should make poverty a judgment of 
God, or an odious state.  
 

’Tis the rarity and necessity that makes a thing acceptable and pleasant. 
Darius, put to flight by Alexander, drank puddle water to quench his 
thirst; and it was pleasanter, he swore, than any wine or mead.  
 

To get wealth is a great trouble, anxiety to keep, grief to lose it. 
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— 
The quotidian miseries and splendours of a life attached to the inkpot, 
the many months spent at a table, the hours when every disturbance is 
furiously resented, the other, more occasional moments when every 
interruption is welcome, the evenings, when an author looks on his work 
and finds it good, or those frequent nights when it seems to him to have 
fallen unbelievably short of what he had intended, the inflations of self-
conceit and the agonies of self-reproach, the days when everything grows 
to giant proportions because it has meaning, the afternoons when all 
dwindles to pygmy and shows none? What of the racked and sleepless 
hours before the dawn? 
     SITWELL  

— 
 

 
Poverty is the mistress of philosophy, the mother of religion, virtue, 
sobriety, sister of innocency and an upright mind. 
 

Greece, of old the seat of civility, mother of sciences and humanity, now 
forlorn, the nurse of barbarism, a den of theeves.  
 

’Tis no dishonour then (as Guicciardini adds) for a flourishing man, city, or 
state, to come to ruine, nor infelicitie to be subject to the law of nature. 
Therefore (I say) scorn this transitory state; look up to heaven; think not 
what others are, but what thou art: qua parte locatus es in re; and what 
thou shalt be, what thou mayst be.  
 
 
QVEM TE DEVSESSE IVSSIT ET HVMANA QVA PARTE LOCATVS ES IN RE. 
What role is assigned you by god and where in the human world have 
you been stationed? 
           PERSIUS 
 
Nature is content with bread and water; and he that can rest satisfied 
with that, may contend with Jupiter himself for happiness. 
               SENECA 
 
PROVERBS 17:1  Better is a poor morsel with quietness, than abundance 
with strife. 
 
Be not angry for what thou hast not, but give God hearty thanks for what 
thou hast. 
      JOHN CHRYSOSTOM 
 
MICAH 8:7  Rejoice not against me, O my enemy; for though I fall, I 
shall rise: when I sit in darkness, the Lord shall lighten me.  
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It is an easie matter, when ones belly is full, to declame against feasting. 
 

Enjoy thyself at length, and that which thou hast; the minde is all; be 
content; thou art not poor, but rich, and so much richer, as Censorinus 
writ to Cerillius, in wishing less, not having more. 
 

No man should commend povertie, but he that is poor. 
 

Misery is virtue’s whetstone. 
 
A just man is impregnable, and not to be overcome. The gout may hurt 
his hands, lameness his feet, convulsions may torture his joints, but not 
his upright mind: his soule is free. 

      CHRYSOSTOM 
 
Every man’s mind is stronger than fortune, and leads him to what side he 
will; a cause to himself each one is, of his good or bad life. 

SENECA, Epistle 98 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I can prove anything by statistics except the truth. 
              CANNING 
 
 
Ελευθερία ή θάνατος | Eleftheria i thanatos | Freedom or death. 
 
 
One almost has to forget Wagner’s writings in order to give his genius 
due admiration. 

 MAHLER 
 

Verwundet hat mich, der mich erweckt. 
I am wounded by he who awakened me. 

      WAGNER 
 
Nice guys finish first. If you don’t know that, then you don’t know where 
the finish line is. 
  SHANDLING 
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  What is life? A frenzy, 
  What is life? An illusion,  
  A shadow, a fiction,  
  And the greatest good is small;  
  For all of life is a dream, 
  And dreams, are only dreams. 

            CALDERON 
 
 

Any touch of bitterness, Beerbohm realised, would destroy the amenity of 
his entertainment. 

       CECIL 
 
 

Our most necessary beliefs may be both unjustified and unjustifiable, 
from our own perspective, and the attempt to justify them will merely 
lead to their loss. 

  SCRUTON 
 
  
‘Weren’t there times when everybody, or at least a few people, just 
panicked?’ My answer was ‘No, when bad things happened, we just 
calmly laid out all the options, and failure was not one of them.’ 
           BOSTICK 
 
 
Let every dawn of morning be to you as the beginning of life, and every 
setting sun be to you as its close:—then let every one of these short lives 
leave its sure record of some kindly thing done for others—some goodly 
strength or knowledge gained for yourselves; so, from day to day, and 
strength to strength, you shall build up indeed, by Art, by Thought, and 
by Just Will, an Ecclesia of England, of which it shall not be said, ‘See 
what manner of stones are here,’ but, ‘See what manner of men.’ 

RUSKIN 
 
 
As the different streams having their sources in different places all mingle 
their water in the sea, so, O Lord, the different paths which men take, 
through different tendencies, various though they appear, crooked or 
straight, all lead to Thee. Whosoever comes to Me, through whatsoever 
form, I reach him; all men are struggling through paths that in the end 
lead to Me. 

  VIVEKANANDA 
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During his internment ĐILAS wrote several novels and translated 
Paradise Lost into Serbo-Croatian by utilizing toilet paper. 
 
 

 
It seems that by questioning the word Islamophobia and pointing to its 

origin in the Muslim Brotherhood’s propaganda campaigns I am 
somehow showing myself to be guilty of the offense that it describes. … I 
think of ‘homophobia’ as a similar word, designed to close all debate 
about a matter in which only one view is now deemed permissible.  

We in Britain are entering a dangerous social condition in which the 
direct expression of opinions that conflict – or merely seem to conflict – 
with a narrow set of orthodoxies is instantly punished by a band of self-
appointed vigilantes. We are being cowed into abject conformity around 
a dubious set of official doctrines and told to adopt a worldview that we 
cannot examine for fear of being publicly humiliated by the censors. This 
worldview might lead to a new and liberated social order; or it might lead 
to the social and spiritual destruction of our country. How shall we know, 
if we are too afraid to discuss it? 
       SCRUTON, April 2019 
 
 
 
I’m attacking people that are considered holy, and I’m attacking the idea 
that certain things are not mentionable, certain things are so holy that 
you can’t talk about it—the whole idea that we have unofficial censorship 
in this country, there’s a tyranny against free speech going on, and the 
whole idea that anything is politically incorrect is in itself a form of 
dictatorship. It’s an abridgement of your freedom of speech.  

        MASON 
 
 
Funny is the world that I live in. If you’re funny, I’m interested—you’re 
not funny, I’m not interested. I have no interest in gender or race or 
anything like that. But every one else is kind of—with their little 
calculating—is this the exact right mix?—to me it’s anti-comedy. It’s 
more about PC nonsense than “are you making us laugh or not?” 

            SEINFELD 
 
 
 
There will not be different laws at Rome or Athens, or different laws now 
and in the future, but one eternal and unchangeable law will be valid for 
all nations and for all times. 

      CICERO 
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Perhaps one of the most Roman of ideas currently in circulation is the 
dream of inescapable global rule by a single divine artificial intelligence 
who, we hope, is beneficent enough to provide us all with a guaranteed 
basic income and circuses on Netflix. 

What is political correctness but an 
imperialism of the mind? Not only must we live under the same laws, but 
we must think the same, too. 

       GIBSON 
 
 
I think Augustus is one of the most fascinating. Basically, through a 
really harsh approach, he established two hundred years of world peace. 

     ZUCKERBERG 
 
 
When coerced harmony failed, these nations suffered the even worse 
consequences of diversity, as tribes and sects turned murderously upon 
each other.   

      HANSON 
 
 
 
Your worshipper of old wanders ever longing for favour still refused. In 

the eventide, when fires and shadows mingle with the gloom of dust, he 
wearily comes back to the ruined temple with hunger in his heart. 

Only the deity of the ruined temple remains unworshipped in deathless 
neglect. 
    TAGORE 
 

YEATS 
We have to do so much, that our minds gradually cease to be creative, 

and yet we cannot help it. If our life was not a continual warfare, we 
would not have taste, we would not know what is good, we would not 
find hearers and readers. 

We know that we must at last forsake the world, and we are 
accustomed in moments of weariness or exaltation to consider a voluntary 
forsaking; but how can we, who have read so much poetry, seen so many 
paintings, listened to so much music, where the cry of the flesh and the 
cry of the soul seems one, forsake it harshly and rudely? 
 
Of TAGORE’S poetry: A tradition, where poetry and religion are the 
same thing, has passed through the centuries, gathering from learned and 
unlearned metaphor and emotion, and carried back again to the 
multitude the thought of the scholar and of the noble. 
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SCRUTON, The Ring of Truth 

 
For Herder there was a deep distinction in the human psyche between 
Civilisation, which is the sphere of rational calculation and institution-
building, and Culture, which is the shared temperament of a Volk. 
Culture is what unites human beings in mutual attachment, and consists 
of language, custom, folk tales and folk religion. 
 

Wagner took a profoundly religious view of the human condition. His 
aim in all the mature works was to give credibility to the thought that we 
are rescued by our ideals, despite their purely human origin, and also 
because of it. 
 
This is the role of heroes in the history of mankind: it is through them 
that a new world comes into being. 
             HEGEL 
 

HEGEL, Lordship and Bondage 
One party to the original struggle overcomes and enslaves the other, so as 
to use the other as a means to his ends. The result is that the victor retires 
into a life of leisure and consumption which distances him from reality, 
while the loser, the slave, continues, even in his bondage, to imprint on 
the world the mark of his individual will. As producer, the slave is able to 
acquire a consciousness of himself as gent, and a sense of the world as 
containing not only means but also ends; as consumer, the master loses 
that consciousness, and with it the sense of the ends of existence. The 
‘inner freedom’ of the slave grows with the ‘inner bondage’ of the master, 
until the slave is in a position to rise up and bind his oppressor, so 
beginning the process again with a reversal of roles. 
 
Myths are a form of knowledge, expressed in narratives of another and 
inaccessible time. 
 

Wagner acquaints us with our lot, and makes available to an age without 
religious belief the core religious experience–an experience that we need, but 
which we also flee from, since it demands from us even more than it gives. 
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In other words, religion contains deep truths about the human psyche; 
but these truths becomes conscious only in art, which captures them in 
symbols. Religion conceals its legacy of truth within a doctrine. Art 
reveals that truth through symbols, as in a tragedy, in which the sacred 
event is enacted before our eyes. 
 
Wagner esteemed Shakespeare not merely as a consummate dramatist, 
but as a writer who tried to capture the ideal in the real. 
 
While, as an artist, my intuitions had such compelling certainty that all my 
creations were moulded thereby, as a philosopher I was attempting to 
construct an entirely contrary explanation of the universe, an explanation 
which, though stoutly upheld, was always being dismissed out of hand by my 
instinctive, objective artistic perceptions, much to my own astonishment. 
                  WAGNER 
 
Genius is the faculty through which ‘nature gives a rule to art’ – in other 
words, through which the rule-denying character of art is made to appear 
natural and rule-guided. 
 
The lord of his fate, he stands or falls: all my hope hangs upon heroes. 

WOTAN 
 
The world of ‘Kitschmensch’: the world of fake emotion, in which 
language, music, art and everyday life are all devoted to the cause of 
disguising cynical exploitation behind a candyfloss of simulated love. 
 
There is a kitsch attitude. Kitsch behavior. The Kitsch-man’s need for 
kitsch: it is the need to gaze into the mirror of the beautifying lie and to 
be moved to tears of gratification at one’s own reflection. 
          KUNDERA 
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BRANDALISM 
 
People are taking the piss out of you every day. They butt into your life, 
take a cheap shot at you and then disappear. They leer at you from tall 
buildings and make you feel small. They make flippant comments from 
buses that imply you’re not sexy enough and that all the fun is happening 
somewhere else. They are on TV making your girlfriend feel inadequate. 
They have access to the most sophisticated technology the world has ever 
seen and they bully you with it. They are The Advertisers and they are 
laughing at you. 
 
You, however, are forbidden to touch them. Trademarks, intellectual 
property rights and copyright law mean advertisers can say what they like 
wherever they like with total impunity. 
 
Fuck that. Any advert in a public space that gives you no choice whether 
you see it or not is yours. It’s yours to take, re-arrange and re-use. You 
can do whatever you like with it. Asking for permission is like asking to 
keep a rock someone just threw at your head. 
 
You owe the companies nothing. Less than nothing, you especially don’t 
owe them any courtesy. They owe you. They have re-arranged the world 
to put themselves in front of you. They never asked for your permission, 
don’t even start asking for theirs. 
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Back then, outrage had not yet become our dominant mode. A more 
prestigious publishing house swooped in within 48 hours and “American 
Psycho” became a best seller. Today, young-adult novels deemed 
politically or culturally insensitive are pulped before they are even put out. 

WEISS 
 
Some early readers defended the book I believed I’d written, but this 
didn’t matter: the noise from the offended was too loud, and I got kicked 
out of a corporation I hadn’t even known I’d belonged too. 

       ELLIS 
 
 
 

Of all scholarly disciplines history is the most unscientific, because it 
possesses or can possess least of all an assured, approved method of 
selection; that is, critical research has a very definite method, but the 
presentation of it has not. 

It is on every occasion the record of what one age finds worthy of note 
in another. 

Every historian will have a special selection, a different criterion for 
what is worth communicating, according to his nationality, subjectivity, 
training, and period. 

  BURCKHARDT 
 
 
Here, I believe, is the truth in Adorno’s complaint against mass culture, 
or at least a certain kind of mass culture—that its pleasures are too easily 
obtained and obtained without effort. There is next to nothing to live up 
to in the world that it invokes, and what it offers is not judgment but an 
easygoing endorsement of all that we are. Its pleasures are often addictive, 
to be obtained at the touch of a switch.  

     SCRUTON 
 
Beauty exists only from that moment when unproductive people begin to 
find it lacking. The artist has no need of it. For him, truthfulness is enough. 
          SCHOENBERG 
 
 
 
Trying to be happy by accumulating possessions is like trying to satisfy 
hunger by taping sandwiches all over your body. 

   CORLESS 
 
 
In a totally sane society, madness is the only freedom. 
      BALLARD 
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IN MOST FIELDS of intellectual activity, twentieth-century Europe 
has proudly asserted its independence of the past. As early as the 
eighteenth century, the word “modern” acquired something of the ring of 
a war cry, but then only as an antithesis of “ancient”—implying contrast 
with classical antiquity. 
 

Modern architecture, modern music, modern philosophy, modern 
science—all these define themselves not out of the past, indeed scarcely 
against the past, but in independence of the past. The modern mind has 
been growing indifferent to history because history, conceived as a 
continuous nourishing tradition, has become useless to it. 
 

The consciousness of swift change in history-as-present weakens the 
authority of history as relevant past. 
 

In one professional academic field after another, the diachronic line, the 
cord of consciousness that linked the present pursuits of each to its past 
concerns, was either cut or fraying. 
 
With the definition of modern man as one “condemned to re-create his 
own universe,” (KOKOSCHKA) 20th-century Viennese culture had 
found its voice. 
 

The life of art became a substitute for the life of action. Indeed, as civic 
action proved increasingly futile, art became almost a religion, the source 
of meaning and the food of the soul. 
 

The corruption of art and the art of corruption blend. 
 

...register most strongly upon his seismographic consciousness. 
 

Schnitzler was a prophet without wrath.  
 

Hofmannsthal flees life and loves the things which beautify it. 
            KRAUS 

 

Schnitzler’s commitment to the dying culture induced in him an 
autumnal pessimism that deprived is work of tragic power. 
 

Theodore Herzl identified one of the chief tendencies in the feuilleton 
writer: narcissism.  
The feuilleton writer runs the danger of falling in love with his own spirit, 
and thus of losing any standard of judging himself or others. 

         HERZL 
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Union of Soviet Socialist Republics: “Four words, four lies.” 
CASTORIDIAS 

  
 
Overfamiliar metaphor: The novelist destroys the house of his life and 
uses its stones to build the house of his novel. A novelist’s biographers 
thus undo what a novelist has done, and redo what he undid. All their 
labor cannot illuminate either the value or the meaning of a novel, can 
scarcely even identify a few of the bricks.  

       KUNDERA 
 
 
It is my ambition to be, as a private individual, abolished and voided from 
history, leaving it markless, no refuse save the printed books. I wish I had 
had enough sense to see ahead thirty years ago and, like some of the 
Elizabethans, not signed them. It is my aim, and every effort bent, that 
the sum and history of my life, which in the same sentence is my obit and 
epitaph too, shall be them both: he made the books, and he died. 

             FAULKNER 
 
 
EUROPE. In the Middle Ages, European unity rested on the common 
religion. In the Modern Era, religion yielded its position to culture (to 
cultural creation), which came to embody the supreme values by which 
Europeans recognized themselves, defined and identified themselves. Now, 
in our own time, culture is in turn yielding its position. But to what and to 
whom? What sphere will provide the sort of supreme values that could 
unify Europe? Technology? The marketplace? Politics involving the 
democratic ideal, the principle of tolerance? But if that tolerance no longer 
has any rich creativity or any powerful thought to protect, will it not 
become empty and useless? Or can we take culture’s abdication as a kind of 
deliverance, to be welcomed euphorically? I don’t know. I merely believe I 
know that culture has already yielded. And thus the image of European 
unity slips away into the past. European: one who is nostalgic for Europe. 

KUNDERA 
 
 
The vitality of thought is adventure. Ideas won’t keep. Something must be 
done about them. 

WHITEHEAD 
 
 

In Aachen a newspaper reported French generals boasting of “leaving the 
inhabitants only their eyes, so they could weep.” 
 

The Directory told General Jourdan in 1796 that the great art of war was 
to live at the expense of the enemy. 
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If one is mentally out of breath all the time from dealing with the present, 
there is no energy left for imagining the future. 

  BOULDING 
 
 

The destruction which has overtaken a number of civilizations in the past 
has never been the work of any external agency, either human or 
inanimate, but has always been in the nature of an act of suicide.  

             TOYNBEE 
 
We are betrayed by what is false within. 

    MEREDITH 
 
 
Expand our idea of the present to two hundred years—a hundred years 
forward, a hundred years back. A two-hundred-year present will not 
make us prophets or seers, but it will give us an at-homeness with our 
changing times comparable to that which parents can have with an ever-
changing family of children as they move from age to age. 

  BOULDING 
 

 
I do not believe that civilizations have to die, because civilization is not an 
organism. It is a product of wills. 
                 TOYNBEE 
 
 

E’n la sua volontade è nostra pace. 
               In His will is our peace. 

               DANTE 
 
 
May God save the country, for it is evident that the people will not. 

FILLMORE 
 
 

I remember a psychiatrist once telling me that I gamble in order to escape 
the reality of life, and I told him that’s why everyone does everything. 

MACDONALD 
 
 

We call the Conservative Revolution the restoration of all those elementary 
laws and values, without which man loses his connection with Nature and 
with God and cannot establish a true order. 

JUNG, E.J. 
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We no longer believe in the power of reason over life. We feel that it is 
life which dominates reason. 

  SPENGLER  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We have not chosen this time. We cannot help it if we are born as 
men of the early winter of full Civilization, instead of on the golden 
summit of a ripe Culture, in a Phidias or a Mozart time. Everything 
depends on our seeing our own position, our destiny, clearly, on our 
realizing that though we may lie to ourselves about it we cannot evade it. 
He who does not acknowledge this in his heart, ceases to be counted 
among the men of his generation, and remains either a simpleton, a 
charlatan, or a pedant.  

Therefore, in approaching a problem of the present, one must begin 
by asking one’s self — a question answered in advance by instinct in the 
case of the genuine adept — what to-day is possible and what he must 
forbid himself. 

 
The basic concept of all living custom-ethic is honour. Everything 

else — loyalty, modesty, bravery, chivalry, self-control, resolution — is 
comprised in it. And honour is a matter of the blood and not of the 
reason. One does not reflect on a point of honour — that is already 
dishonour. To lose honour means to be annulled so far as Life and Time 
and History are concerned. The honour of one’s class, one’s family, of 
man and woman, of one’s people and one’s country, the honour of 
peasant and soldier and even bandit — honour means that the life in a 
person is something that has worth, historical dignity, delicacy, nobility. 
It belongs to directional Time, as sin belongs to timeless Space. 

 
England, too, discovered the ideal of a Free Press, and discovered 

along with it that the press serves him who owns it. It does not spread 
“free” opinion — it generates it. 

Democracy and plutocracy are the same 
thing under the two aspects of wish and actuality, theory and practice, 
knowing and doing. It is the tragic comedy of the world-improvers’ and 
freedom-teachers’ desperate fight against money that they are ipso facto 
assisting money to be effective. … In actuality the freedom of public 
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opinion involves the preparation of public opinion, which costs money; 
and the freedom of the press brings with it the question of possession of 
the press, which again is a matter of money; and with the franchise comes 
electioneering, in which he who pays the piper calls the tune. 

 

One deals in votes as well as in stocks, and the price of a vote is as well 
known as the price of an acre of land. 

HATSCHEK 
 

The realm of books and ideals that is not of this world. Its conceptions 
have become venerabilia of the beginning Civilization. 
 

Man does not speak to man; the press and its associate, the electrical 
news-service, keep the waking-consciousness of whole peoples and 
continents under a deafening drum-fire of theses, catchwords, standpoints, 
scenes, feelings, day by day and year by year, so that every Ego becomes a 
mere function of a monstrous intellectual Something. 

  Gunpowder and printing 
belong together... the French Revolution in the beginning of the 
Civilization witnessed the first tempest of pamphlets of the autumn of 
1788 and the first mass-fire of artillery at Valmy. … To-day we live so 
cowed under the bombardment of this intellectual artillery that hardly 
anyone can attain to the inward detachment that is required for a clear 
view of the monstrous drama. The will-to-power operating under a pure 
democratic disguise has finished off its masterpiece so well that the 
object's sense of freedom is actually flattered by the most thorough-going 
enslavement that has ever existed. 

 
Democracy has by its newspapers completely expelled the book from the 

mental life of the people. The book-world, with its profusion of standpoints 
that compelled thought to select and criticize, is now a real possession 
only for a few. The people reads the one paper, ‘its’ paper, which forces 
itself through the front doors by millions daily, spellbinds the intellect 
from morning to night, drives the book into oblivion by its more 
engaging layout, and if one or another specimen of a book does emerge 
into visibility, forestalls and eliminates its possible effects by ‘reviewing’ it. 

What is truth? For the multitude, that which it continually reads and 
hears. The public truth of the moment, which alone matters for effects 
and successes in the fact-world, is to-day a product of the Press. What 
the Press wills, is true. Its commanders evoke, transform, interchange 
truths. Three weeks of press work, and the truth is acknowledged by 
everybody. … What the dynamism of our Press wants is permanent 
effectiveness. It must keep men’s minds continuously under its influence. 
Its arguments are overthrown as soon as the advantage of financial power 
passes over to the counter-arguments and brings these still oftener to 
men’s eyes and ears. At that moment the needle of public opinion swings 
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round to the stronger pole. Everybody convinces himself at once of the 
new truth, and regards himself awakened out of error. 

The reader neither knows, nor is allowed to know, the purposes for 
which he is used, nor even the role that he is to play. A more appalling 
caricature of freedom of thought cannot be imagined. Formerly a man 
did not dare to think freely. Now he dares, but cannot; his will to think is 
only a willingness to think to order, and this is what he feels as his liberty. 

As the English kingship became in the nineteenth century, so 
parliaments will become in the twentieth, a solemn and empty pageantry. 
As then sceptre and crown, so now peoples’ rights are paraded for the 
multitude, and all the more punctiliously the less they really signify — it 
was for this reason that the cautious Augustus never let pass an 
opportunity of emphasizing old and venerated customs of Roman 
freedom. But the power is migrating even to-day, and correspondingly 
elections are degenerating for us into the farce that they were in Rome. 
Money organizes the process in the interests of those who possess it, and 
election affairs become a preconcerted game that is staged as popular self-
determination.  

Through money, democracy becomes its own destroyer, after money 
has destroyed intellect. But, just because the illusion that actuality can 
allow itself to be improved by the ideas of any Zeno or Marx has fled 
away; because men have learned that in the realm of reality one power-
will can be overthrown only by another (for that is the great human 
experience of Contending States periods); there wakes at last a deep 
yearning for all old and worthy tradition that still lingers alive. Men are 
tired to disgust of money-economy. They hope for salvation from 
somewhere or other, for some real thing of honour and chivalry, of 
inward nobility, of unselfishness and duty. And now dawns the time 
when the form-filled powers of the blood, which the rationalism of the 
Megalopolis has suppressed, reawaken in the depths. Everything in the 
order of dynastic tradition and old nobility that has saved itself up for the 
future, everything that there is of high money-disdaining ethic, 
everything that is intrinsically sound enough to be, in Frederick the 
Great’s words, the servant — the hard-working, self-sacrificing, caring 
servant — of the State, all that I have described elsewhere in one word as 
Socialism in contrast to Capitalism — all this becomes suddenly the focus 
of immense life-forces. 
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H.D.F KITTO 
The Greeks 

 
For centuries, millions of people had had experience of life – and what 
did they do with it? Nothing. The experience of each generation (except 
in purely practical matters) died with it – not like the leaves of the forest, 
for they at least enrich the soil. That which distils, preserves and then 
enlarges the experience of a people is Literature. 
 
Barbarians are slaves; we Hellenes are free men. 

          DEMOSTHENES 
 
Zeus takes away from a man half of his manhood if the day of 
enslavement lays hold of him. 

        HOMER 
 
Brief is the season of man’s delight. 
Soon it falls to the ground; some dire decision uproots it. 
Thing of a day! such is man; a shadow in a dream. 
Yet when god-given splendour visits him 
A bright radiance plays over him, and how sweet is life! 
—Aegina, dear mother, guide this city in the path of liberty 
Through Zeus, and with the favour of Aeacus the Hero, 
And Peleus, and stout Telamon, and Achilles. 

  PINDAR 
 
Kalligynaikos – ‘city of beautiful women’ 
 
The modern mind divides, specialises, thinks in categories; the Greek 
instinct was the opposite, to take the widest view, to see things as an 
organic whole. … How could it happen in Homer that such aristocratic 
heroes could become exemplars and a living inspiration to the later 
bourgeoisie? Because, being Greeks, they could not see themselves in any 
context but the widest possible, namely as men. 
 
Achilles’ father entrusted him to Phoenix, and told Phoenix to train him to 
be ‘A maker of speeches and a doer of deeds’. The Greek hero tried to 
combine in himself the virtues which our own heroic age divided between 
the knight and the churchman. … This instinct for seeing things as a whole 
is the source of the essential unity of Greek life. 
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SINE MISSIONE | A dedication on a marble statue base at Vieux 
records that he put on 32 gladiatorial combats, eight fought over four 
days sine missione—that is, without quarter: to the death. 

 
 

Women are attracted to funny men, it is often said. This is not true. It 
only appears this way because women laugh at everything a very 
handsome man says. So this gives the very handsome men the idea that 
they are funny. 
 MACDONALD 
 
 
Everyone wants to be exempt. They don’t want their beliefs being made 
fun of so they try and give beliefs human rights. That’s what blasphemy 
is, giving their beliefs human rights. 
    GERVAIS 
 
 
The Chinese will never admit error or failing at any level. Once proposed, 
a concept cannot be derailed. The only exception is if a foreigner takes 
responsibility for the fouling of a project. I’ve witnessed this first hand 
too many times. 

   SMITH 
 
 
Our life has become so mechanized and electronified that one needs 
some kind of an elixir to make it bearable at all. And what is this elixir if 
not humor? It is decisive for the present and future of mankind whether 
humor and science can keep in step. 

FELEKI 
 
 
 

MACDONALD 
The only thing an old man can tell a young man is that it goes by fast, 
real fast, and if you’re not careful it’s too late. Of course, the young man 
will never understand this truth. 
 

If you’re at the table and you’re rolling them bones, then there’s no money 
in playing it safe. You have to take all your chips and put them on double 
six and watch as every eye goes to you and then to those red dice doing 
their wild dance and freezing time before finding the cruel green felt. 
 

Nobody ever said your life had to make a damn bit of sense just as long as 
it had enough words thats all. 
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